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1. Introduction
The relevance of systems defined by singular Lagrangians for fundamental physical
theories (generally covariant, Yang Mills and string theories) is nowadays fully understood.
They are the only possibility for the occurrence of gauge freedom. Constraints, gauge
invariance, gauge fixing, etc, are now concepts of common use in these theories. All of
them are better understood when using an appropriate geometric framework, and the use
of modern tools of Differential Geometry has very much clarified the different aspects of
the theory of singular systems started by Bergmann [2] and Dirac [13].
The connection between the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms of regular sys-
tems, given by the Legendre transformation, needs a more careful study and makes use of
finer tools in the case of singular Lagrangians. In this case, constraint functions determin-
ing the submanifold in which the dynamical equation has a consistent solution will appear.
Moreover, in the Lagrange approach there will be more constraints functions determining
the submanifold in which the dynamics admits a solution that is the restriction of a sec-
ond order differential equation vector field. It has been shown that the relation among the
constraint functions arising in the Lagrangian formalism and those of the Hamiltonian one
can be established by means of a differential operator K, first introduced by Kamimura
[19] and later used by Batlle et al [1], and whose geometric interpretation was given in
[16] and [8]. For a recent review of these objects see [17]. The theory of sections along
maps is the key point for establishing the operator K. In fact, vector fields along a map, or
relative vector fields along a map according to [24], simplify and clarify most constructions
in classical mechanics [3, 9,10] and they have recently been used in classical field theories
[14].
On the other hand, the necessity of incorporating anticommuting variables for describ-
ing dynamical systems with fermionic degrees of freedom has lead to the development of
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the so-called supermechanics [18]. Moreover, it has been shown to be quite useful not only
in physics but also in mathematics, particularly in the study of the geometry associated
to a Lie algebroid, mainly due to the Vaintrob Theorem [28].
Our aim in this paper is to discuss the generalization in the graded context of the
operator K, also called relative Hamiltonian vector field in [24], which allows us to relate
in this way constraint functions arising in Hamilton formalism for singular systems with
those of the Lagrange approach. Our intention here is not to do a complete description
of the theory of constraints in supermechanics, but rather to introduce some elements to
convince the reader that this theory may be developed along parallel lines to the theory
of constraints in classical mechanics. The main difficulty in this enterprise lies in that the
information of a graded manifold is encoded in the sheaf of superfunctions, instead of the
underlying manifold. Indeed, in the transition to the supermechanics setting the use of the
concepts of sections along a map is even more necessary because of the inconvenience of
working with points in graded geometry. Thus one is forced to take an algebraic approach,
which replaces all the intrinsic constructions that are based on points of the manifold in
the classical case. The interesting point is that this is accomplished by using vector fields
and forms along a morphism of supermanifolds in the same way they where used in [9,10]
in the classical setting. See [4-7] for details.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is devoted to set our notation and, for
the reader convenience, we describe the material from the theory of graded manifolds that
will be used in later Sections. In particular, we recall the concepts of vector fields and
graded forms along a morphism, and particular examples are given.
In Section 3 we introduce, in the graded context, the time evolution operator K as-
sociated to a super-Lagrangian function L, and we discuss its main properties, in order
to study the Lagrangian constraints associated to a singular Lagrangian and the connec-
tion with their Hamiltonian counterpart. Finally, Section 4 analyzes the projectability of
Lagrangian constraint functions using the operator K.
2. Basic notation and background.
Naturally, the arena to develop Lagrangian or Hamiltonian supermechanics will be a
suitable generalization, to the graded context, of the tangent and cotangent manifold of the
configuration space. Surprisingly enough, even this requires some attention. The point is
that the superobjects that have the right geometrical structure: the tangent or cotangent
superbundles, introduced by Sa´nchez–Valenzuela in [25], are too big, as their dimensions
are (2m+ n, 2n+m), if the dimension of the starting graded manifold M = (M,A) (the
configuration superspace) is (m,n). This can be fixed by considering the subsupermanifolds
of dimension (2m, 2n), introduced by Ibort and Mar´ın in [18], which, nonetheless, do not
have all the geometrical richness that one is used to; for instance, supervector fields, that
is, derivations of A, can be considered as section of the tangent superbundle STM, but
not of the tangent supermanifold TM. Thus, it is advisable to define and study the main
properties of the relevant objects in STM, but to perform the computations and the
interpretations after the restriction to TM [5].
For the reader convenience and to fix the notation, we shall describe the main objects
that give the geometry of the tangent and cotangent bundles in the graded context, and
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refer the reader to [5] for details. Through out we shall be working with supermanifolds
in the sense of Kostant [20] and Le˘ıtes [21].
A supervector bundle is a quadruplet { (E,AE),Π, (M,AM), VS } such that V is a real
(r, s)–dimensional supervector space, Π: (E,AE) → (M,AM) is a submersion of graded
manifolds, and every q ∈ M lies in a coordinate neighbourhood U ⊆ M for which an
isomorphism ΨU exists making the following diagram commutative:
(2.1)
(
pi−1(U),AE
(
pi−1(U)
)) ΨU−−−−−→ (U ,AM(U))×VS
Π
y
y P1(
U ,AM (U)
) (
U ,AM(U)
)
.
Here VS := S(V ⊕ ΠV ) where Π is the change of parity functor [21,22], hence (ΠV ) =
(ΠV )0 ⊕ (ΠV )1, where (ΠV )i = Vi+1 for i = 0, 1, and S(V ) is the affine supermanifold
(2.2) S(V ) :=
(
V0, C
∞(V0)⊗
∧
(V ∗1 )
)
.
Equivalence classes of supervector bundles so defined are in a one–to–one correspondence
with equivalence classes of locally free sheaves of AM–modules over M of rank (r, s). The
tangent and cotangent superbundles are the superbundles corresponding to the sheaves
X(A) := DerA and Ω1(A) := X(A)∗ respectively.
The main reason for considering the tangent superbundle {(STM, STA), T , (M,A)},
and supervector bundles in general [25], is that their geometrical sections are in a one–
to–one correspondence with the sections of the corresponding locally free sheaf of graded
A–modules; in our case, with the sections of the sheaf DerA, in other words, with the
supervector fields overM. Unfortunately, the use of the parity functor Π introduces some
unwanted supercoordinates; the elimination of these coordinates lead to the tangent and
cotangent supermanifolds [5].
Supervector fields, or graded forms, along a morphism are our main tool to describe
supermechanics, in fact all the relevant objects can be defined as such [4–7]. This is so
because of their algebraic nature and because the information of a graded manifold is
concentrated in the algebraic part, that is in the sheaf of superalgebras.
If Φ = (φ, φ∗): (N,B) → (M,A) is a morphism of graded manifolds, a homogeneous
supervector field along Φ is a morphism of sheaves over M , X :A→ Φ∗B such that for each
open subset U of M
(2.3) X(fg) = X(f)φ∗U(g) + (−1)
|X| |f |φ∗U (f)X(g) ,
whenever f ∈ A(U) is homogeneous of degree |f |. The sheaf of supervector fields along Φ
will be denoted by X(Φ). If X is a supervector field on (M,A), an example of an element
in X(Φ) is given by
(2.4) Xˆ := φ∗ ◦X .
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Similarly if Y ∈ X(B), then
(2.5) Tφ(Y ) := Y ◦ φ∗,
also belongs to X(Φ). We say that Y is projectable with respect to Φ if there existsX ∈ X(A)
such that Tφ(Y ) = Xˆ . Sometimes, we also say that X and Y are Φ-related.
X(Φ) is a locally free sheaf of Φ∗B–modules over M of rank (m,n) = dimM; a local
basis of X(Φ)(U) is given by
(2.6) ∂qˆi := ∂̂qi , ∂θˆα := ∂̂θα ,
if (qi, θα) (1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ α ≤ n), are local supercoordinates on U ⊂M [4].
The sheaf of graded 1–forms along Φ is the sheaf of φ∗B–modules Ω1(Φ) := X(Φ)∗ =
Hom(X(Φ), φ∗B). If ω is a graded 1–form on M, ωˆ defined by
(2.7) ωˆ(Xˆ) := φ∗ ◦ ω(X) , ∀X ∈ X(AM) ,
belongs to Ω1(Φ). Moreover, a local basis is given by the elements dqˆi := d̂qi and dθˆα :=
d̂θα. On the other hand, if ω is a graded 1–form along Φ, then φ♯ω given by
(2.8) φ♯ω(Y ) := ω
(
Tφ(Y )
)
, ∀Y ∈ X(B) ,
is a graded 1–form on N . As a matter of fact, it is possible to classify the graded 1–forms
on N that come from graded 1–forms along Φ, when Φ is a submersion. The result is that
Ω1(Φ) is isomorphic to the φ∗B–modulo of Φ–semibasic 1–forms on N [4]. Naturally, we
can extend (2.7) and (2.8) to arbitrary graded forms.
Let E = { (E,AE),Π, (M,AM), VS } be a superbundle. A local section of E along
Φ, over an open subset U of M , is a morphism, Σ = (σ, σ∗):
(
φ−1(U),B
(
φ−1(U)
))
→(
pi−1(U),AE
(
pi−1(U)
))
, satisfying the condition ΦU = ΠU ◦ ΣU , where the subscript U
means the restriction of the morphism to the corresponding open graded submanifold. The
set of such sections is denoted by ΓΦ(Π|U ). When (E,AE) is the tangent or the cotangent
superbundle these sections are in a one–to–one correspondence with supervector fields and
graded 1–forms along Φ, respectively [5].
In the case when the morphism Φ coincides with the projection Π of the supervector
bundle, the identity morphism on E gives a canonical section. In the tangent superbundle
{STM, T ,M} the supervector field along T = (τ, τ∗) that corresponds to the canonical
section is called the total time derivative operator and is denoted by T. Whereas the Π–
semibasic graded 1–form on ST ∗M associated to the graded 1–form along Π, corresponding
to the canonical section of the cotangent superbundle {ST ∗M,Π = (pi, pi∗),M}, is called
the canonical Liouville 1–form on ST ∗M and will be denoted by Θ0. The restrictions of T
and Θ0 to the tangent and cotangent supermanifolds, that will be denoted in the say way,
can be written, in the natural supercoordinates of these supermanifolds [5] associated to
the supercoordinates qi, θα of M on U ⊂M , as
(2.9) T =
m∑
i=1
vi∂qˆi +
n∑
α=1
ζα∂
θˆα
, and Θ0 =
m∑
i=1
pi dqi +
n∑
α=1
ηα dθα.
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The reason to consider these restrictions is that although Θ0 is formally equal to the
canonical 1–form of the cotangent bundle in non–graded geometry, it turns out that the
graded 2–form −dΘ0 is always degenerate, whereas the restriction of Θ0 to the cotangent
supermanifold T ∗M gives a non–degenerate graded 2–form ω0 := −dΘ0.
Using the abbreviation TA(U) for TA
(
τ−1(U)
)
, we associate to each superfunction
f ∈ A(U) the superfunction fV ∈ TA(U) defined by
(2.10) fV :=
m∑
i=1
∂F
∂qi
vi +
n∑
α=1
∂F
∂θα
ζα,
where F := τ∗(f) ∈ TA(U). It turns out that a supervector field Y on TM is determined
by its action on the superfunctions fV . Thus, if X is a supervector field on M, or a
supervector field along T , its vertical lift is the supervector field XV on TM defined by
(2.11) XV (fV ) = τ∗
(
X(f)
)
, ∀f ∈ A .
In local supercoordinates, if X =
∑m
i=1X
i∂qˆi +
∑n
α=1 χ
α∂θˆα , then
(2.12) XV =
m∑
i=1
X i∂vi +
n∑
α=1
χα∂ζα .
We are now in a position to introduce the superobjects corresponding to the objects that
determine the geometry of the tangent manifold [12]: the vertical superendomorphism is
the graded tensor field of type (1, 1) S:X(TA)→ X(TA) defined by
(2.13) S(Y ) :=
(
Tτ(Y )
)V
.
On the other hand, the Liouville supervector field ∆ is the vertical lift of the total time
derivative:
(2.14) ∆ := TV .
If Y =
∑m
i=1 Y
i∂qi +
∑m
i=1 Y
i∂vi +
∑n
α=1Υ
α∂θα +
∑n
α=1 Ξ
α∂ζα then,
(2.15) S(Y ) =
m∑
i=1
Y i∂vi +
n∑
α=1
Υα∂ζα .
In analogy with ordinary Lagrangian mechanics, the graded Cartan 1 and 2–forms associ-
ated to a given Lagrangian superfunction L in TA are defined by
(2.16) ΘL := dL ◦ S and ωL := −dΘL.
Since ΘL is a T –semibasic graded 1–form, and T is a submersion, it has associated a unique
graded 1–form Θ̂L along T . In analogy with non–graded geometry, see [10], the restriction
to TM of the section FL:STM→ ST ∗M along T that corresponds to the graded 1–form
Θ̂L is called the super–Legendre transformation. If L is even, locally, FL = (fl, f l
∗) is
determined by the morphism of superalgebras fl∗:T ∗A(U) → TA(U) described by the
relations:
qi 7→ qi , θα 7→ θα ,(2.17)
pi 7→
∂L
∂vi
, ηα 7→ −
∂L
∂ζα
.
For more details on the super–Legendre transformation see [5].
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3. The time evolution operator.
In Lagrangian supermechanics the dynamics of a system (TM, ωL, L), associated to a
regular Lagrangian L ∈ TM, is given by a vector field Γ ∈ X(TM) satisfying the dynamical
equation
(3.1) iΓωL = dEL .
This uniquely defined vector field Γ satisfies, automatically, the second order condition
[18], which can be stated in several equivalent ways. A very convenient one, suitable to
generalization to higher orders [4,7], is
(3.2) Γ ◦ τ∗ = T .
To abbreviate, we say that Γ is a SODE vector field (Second Order Differential Equation).
When the super-Lagrangian L is singular both the existence and uniqueness of Γ are in
jeopardy, and it is necessary to consider a submanifold of TM where (3.1) holds. Moreover,
even on this submanifold (3.2) may fail, so both conditions have to be considered separately.
Motivated by these issues we consider the following definition:
Definition 3.1. The time evolution operator K:T ∗A → TA, associated to a La-
grangian super-function, L ∈ TM, is the unique supervector field along the super-Legendre
transformation FL satisfying the dynamical condition
(3.3) iKω0 = dEL ,
and the second order condition
(3.4) K ◦ pi∗ = T .
Since T is even, (3.4) implies that K is also even, hence iK : Ω(T
∗A) → Ω(TA) is the
unique FL∗–derivation of bidegree (−1, 0) [4] defined by
(3.5) iKf = 0 and iKdf = K(f) .
In particular, one has
(3.6) iK(ω ∧ µ) = iKω ∧ FL
∗µ+ (−1)|ω|FL∗ω ∧ iKµ ,
when ω is homogeneous. Conditions (3.3) and (3.4) are the same conditions as those used
in [16] to define, in the non graded context, the time evolution operator, written in the
algebraic language of operators to avoid the use of points of the underlying manifold.
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Proposition 3.1. There exist a unique supervector field along FL, K ∈ X(FL) satisfying
(3.3) and (3.4).
Proof. In the local supercoordinates on TA(U) and T ∗A(U) naturally associated to those
on A(U), see [5], equation (3.4) implies
(3.7) K(qi) = K ◦ pi∗(qi) = T(qi) = vi and K(θα) = K ◦ pi∗(θα) = T(θα) = ηα.
Assume now that |L| = 0. Since ω0 =
∑
i dq
i ∧ dpi −
∑
α dη
α ∧ dθα, then, using (3.6) and
(2.17),
iKω0 =
∑
i
K(qi) d
(
fl∗(pi)
)
−
∑
i
K(pi) d
(
fl∗(qi)
)
−
∑
α
K(θα) d
(
fl∗(ηα)
)
−
∑
α
K(ηα) d
(
fl∗(θα)
)
=
∑
j
(∑
i
vi
∂2L
∂qj∂vi
+
∑
α
ζα
∂2L
∂qj∂θα
−
∑
i
δij K(p
i)
)
dqj
+
∑
j
(∑
i
vi
∂2L
∂vj∂vi
+
∑
α
ζα
∂2L
∂vj∂ζα
)
dvj(3.8)
−
∑
β
(∑
i
vi
∂2L
∂θβ∂vi
−
∑
α
ζα
∂2L
∂θβ∂ζα
+
∑
α
δαβ K(η
α)
)
dθβ
−
∑
β
(∑
i
vi
∂2L
∂ζβ∂vi
−
∑
α
ζα
∂2L
∂ζβ∂ζα
)
dζβ.
On the other hand, as ∆ = TV , (2.9) implies ∆(L) =
∑
i v
i ∂L
∂vi
+
∑
α ζ
α ∂L
∂ζα
, therefore
dEL =
∑
j
(∑
i
vi
∂2L
∂qj∂vi
+
∑
α
ζα
∂2L
∂qj∂θα
−
∑
i
δij
∂L
∂qi
)
dqj
+
∑
j
(∑
i
vi
∂2L
∂vj∂vi
+
∑
α
ζα
∂2L
∂vj∂ζα
)
dvj(3.9)
−
∑
β
(∑
i
vi
∂2L
∂θβ∂vi
−
∑
α
ζα
∂2L
∂θβ∂ζα
−
∑
α
δαβ
∂L
∂θα
)
dθβ
−
∑
β
(∑
i
vi
∂2L
∂ζβ∂vi
−
∑
α
ζα
∂2L
∂ζβ∂ζα
)
dζβ.
Thus, if (3.3) holds (3.8) and (3.9) give
(3.10) K(pi) =
∂L
∂qi
and K(θα) = −
∂L
∂θα
.
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This together with (3.7) imply the uniqueness of K. Moreover, it is easy to verify that
(3.7) and (3.10) do define a supervector field along FL, which proves the proposition when
L is even; the odd case is proved in the same way but (3.10) are different.
In the non graded case the time evolution operator was defined in [8] using the gen-
eralized Hamiltonian system defined on the mixed space TM ⊕ T ∗M [26,27] as follows:
given a Lagrangian function L ∈ TM we consider on TM ⊕ T ∗M the 2-form Ω := pr∗2 ω0
and the function D := 〈pr1 | pr2〉 − pr
∗
1 L, where pri denotes the projection of TM ⊕ T
∗M
onto the i–th factor. If W denotes the graph of the Legendre transformation
(3.11) W = { (v, p) ∈ TM ⊕ T ∗M : p = FL(v) } ,
then the map FL:TM → W given by FL(v) =
(
v, FL(v)
)
is a diffeomorphism whose
inverse is pr1 |W [26,27]. To simplify the notation we shall also denote the restriction of
pri to W by pri. The time evolution operator K˜:C
∞(T ∗M)→ C∞(TM) is defined by
(3.12) K˜ := FL
∗
◦ Z ◦ pr∗2
where Z is any vector field on W satisfying
(3.13) iZ Ω = dD.
Now, to prove that both definitions agree, we first notice that
(3.14) FL
∗
D(v) = D
(
v, FL(v)
)
= 〈v |FL(v)〉−FL
∗
◦pr∗1 L(v) = ∆L(v)−L(v) = EL(v) ,
and
(3.15) FL
∗
Ω = FL
∗
◦ pr∗2 ω0 = (pr2 ◦FL)
∗ω0 = FL
∗ω0 = ωL .
Proposition 3.2. If X is a vector field on TM such that pr∗1 ◦X = Z ◦ pr
∗
1, then iXωL =
dEL and X ◦ τ∗ = T.
Proof. Since X ◦ FL
∗
= FL
∗
◦ Z, equations (3.14) and (3.15) yield
(3.16) iXωL = iX ◦ FL
∗
Ω = FL
∗
◦ iZΩ = FL
∗
(dD) = dEL.
To prove the second assertion, for each α ∈ Ω1(M) let Yα ∈ X(T ∗M) be the unique vector
field such that
(3.17) iYαω0 = pi
∗α ,
and let Zα ∈ X(W ) be such that Zα ◦ pr∗1 = 0 and Zα ◦ pr
∗
2 = pr
∗
2 ◦Yα, then
(3.18) iZαΩ = iZα ◦ pr
∗
2 ω0 = pr
∗
2 ◦iYαω0 = pr
∗
2 ◦pi
∗α = (τ ◦ pr1)
∗α ,
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therefore, using (2.7)
Ω(Z, Zα) = −Ω(Zα, Z) = −iZαΩZ = −(τ ◦ pr1)
∗α(Z)(3.19)
= −αˆ(Z ◦ pr∗1 ◦τ
∗) = −αˆ(pr∗1 ◦X ◦ τ
∗) .
On the other hand, since Zα ◦ pr∗1 = 0,
(3.20) Ω(Z, Zα) = iZα iZΩ = iZαdD = iZαd〈pr1 | pr2〉 − Zα ◦ pr
∗
1 L = iZαd〈pr1 | pr2〉 .
Now, if qi are local coordinates on M , vi and pi are the corresponding local coordinates
on TM and T ∗M respectively, and α =
∑
i αidq
i, then a simple computation in local
coordinates, using that Zα ◦ pr∗2 = pr
∗
2 ◦Yα and (2.7), gives
(3.21) iZαd〈pr1 | pr2〉 = −
∑
i
pr∗1 v
i pr∗1 ◦τ
∗αi = −αˆ(pr
∗
1 ◦T) .
Thus, αˆ(pr∗1 ◦X ◦ τ
∗) = αˆ(pr∗1 ◦T). Since α is arbitrary and pr
∗
1 is injective, it follows that
X ◦ τ∗ = T.
Proposition 3.3. Let L be a Lagrangian superfunction. Then K˜ defined by (3.12) co-
incides with K as given by (3.3) and (3.4), i.e. K = K˜. This also proves that K˜ is
independent of the choice of Z satisfying (3.13).
Proof. Clearly K˜ is a vector field along FL, therefore it remains to prove that K˜ satisfies
(3.3) and (3.4). By Lemma 2.1 of [4] and (3.14)
(3.22) i
K˜
ω0 = iFL∗◦Z◦pr∗
2
ω0 = iFL∗◦Z pr
∗
2 ω0 = iFL∗◦ZΩ = FL
∗
◦ iZΩ = FL
∗
dD = dEL .
On the other hand, if X ∈ X(TM) is such that pr∗1 ◦X = Z ◦ pr
∗
1, then by Proposition 3.2
(3.23)
K˜ ◦ pi∗ = FL
∗
◦Z ◦ pr∗2 ◦pi
∗ = FL
∗
◦Z ◦ pr∗1 ◦τ
∗ = FL
∗
◦ pr∗1 ◦X ◦ τ
∗ = X ◦ τ∗ = T .
We point out that our arguments were cast so as to hold also in the graded context.
The only technical point is to define the Whitney sum of supervector bundles, which can
be done exactly as in the classical case [15]. Moreover, the properties of K, discussed in
what follows, will also be written in such a way so as to hold on supermanifolds by adding
the supercoordinates that anticommute. Nevertheless, to simplify the notation, we shall
work on a differential manifold M .
Notice that ifX and Z are as in Proposition 3.2, and g ∈ C∞(TM) is a FL-projectable
function, say g = FL∗(h), then
(3.24) X(g) = X ◦ FL∗(h) = X ◦ FL
∗
◦ pr∗2(h) = FL
∗
◦ Z ◦ pr∗2(h) = K(h) ,
therefore the operator K gives the time evolution for this kind of functions, and provides
a reason for the name of the operator.
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The main property of K is that its action on Hamiltonian constraints generates the
Lagrangian constraints [1,8]. Before we see how this goes, we shall introduce another
operator that is also used to compare Hamiltonian and Lagrangian constraints [11], but
again we define it using an algebraic approach that can be generalized to the graded
context. Since a vector field on TM is determined by its action on the maps fV defined
in (2.10), we associate to each U ∈ X(FL) the vector field on TM defined by
(3.25) R˜LU(f
V ) := U ◦ pi∗(f) ∀f ∈ C∞(M).
Now, if Y ∈ X(T ∗M), then FL∗◦Y ∈ X(FL), so we can define an operator RL:X(T ∗M)→
X(TM) by
(3.26) RL(Y ) := R˜L(FL
∗ ◦ Y ) .
When Y =
∑m
i=1(Y
i∂qi + Y
i∂pi), then RL(Y ) =
∑m
i=1 Y
i∂vi . In particular, if h ∈
C∞(T ∗M), and Yh is the vector field such that
(3.27) iYhω0 = dh ,
then
(3.28) RL(Yh) =
m∑
i=1
FL∗
( ∂h
∂pi
) ∂
∂vi
.
Moreover, if X ∈ X(TM) is a vector field such that X ◦ τ∗ = FL∗ ◦ Y ◦ pi∗, then by (2.13)
(3.29) RL(Y )(f
V ) = X ◦ τ∗(f) = (TτX)V (fV ) = S(X)(fV ) ,
so RL(Y ) = S(X).
Lemma 3.4. For each h ∈ C∞(T ∗M) there are vector fieldsXh on TM such that S(Xh) =
RL(Yh), where Yh is the vector field defined by (3.27).
Proof. First we choose Zh ∈ X(W ) such that Zh ◦ pr∗2 = pr
∗
2 ◦Yh, then we take Xh such
that Zh ◦ pr∗1 = pr
∗
1 ◦Xh. Now,
pr∗1 ◦Xh ◦ τ
∗ = Zh ◦ pr
∗
1 ◦τ
∗ = Zh ◦ pr
∗
2 ◦pi
∗(3.30)
= pr∗2 ◦Yh ◦ pi
∗ = pr∗1 ◦FL
∗ ◦ Yh ◦ pi
∗.
Since pr∗1 is injective Xh ◦ τ
∗ = FL∗ ◦ Yh ◦ pi∗, so by the comment before the statement
S(Xh) = RL(Yh).
Note that Xh is by no means unique, but clearly the difference of two such vector
fields is τ -vertical.
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Proposition 3.5. For each h ∈ C∞(T ∗M)
(3.31) K(h) = iXh [iΓωL − dEL] + iΓd(FL
∗h) ,
where Xh is any vector field such that S(Xh) = RL(Yh), and Γ ∈ X(TM) is an arbitrary
SODE vector field.
Proof. Given Xh and Γ, we choose vector fields Uh and V in X(W ) such that Uh ◦ pr∗1 =
pr∗1 ◦Xh, and V ◦ pr
∗
1 = pr
∗
1 ◦Γ. If Zh is as in the proof of the previous lemma, then,
(3.32) iZhΩ = iZh pr
∗
2 ω0 = pr
∗
2 ◦iYhω0 = pr
∗
2(dh) ,
so
K(h) = FL
∗
◦ Z ◦ pr∗2(h) = FL
∗
◦ iZ ◦ iZhΩ = −FL
∗
◦ iZh ◦ iZΩ
= −FL
∗
◦ iZh−Uh ◦ iZ−V Ω− FL
∗
◦ iZh ◦ iV Ω(3.33)
+ FL
∗
◦ iUh ◦ iV Ω− FL
∗
◦ iUh ◦ iZΩ .
By the proof of Lemma 3.4, Zh − Uh is p-vertical, where p:W → M is the canonical
projection. But Z−V is also p-vertical since Z(qi) = vi = V (qi), hence iZh−Uh◦iZ−V Ω = 0.
On the other hand, by (3.14) and (3.15),
FL
∗
◦ iUh ◦ iZΩ = iXh ◦ FL
∗
◦ iZΩ = iXh ◦ FL
∗
(dD) = iXhdEL ,(3.34)
FL
∗
◦ iUh ◦ iV Ω = iXh ◦ FL
∗
◦ iV Ω = iXh ◦ iΓFL
∗
Ω = iXh ◦ iΓωL .
Finally, using (3.32),
FL
∗
◦ iZh ◦ iV Ω = −FL
∗
◦ iV ◦ iZhΩ = −iΓ ◦ FL
∗
◦ iZhΩ(3.35)
= −iΓ ◦ FL
∗
(d pr∗2 h) = −iΓd(pr2 ◦FL)
∗h = −iΓd(FL
∗h) .
Plugging (3.34) and (3.35) into (3.33) we obtain (3.31).
When h is a Hamiltonian constraint, so FL∗h = 0, (3.31) reduces to
(3.36) K(h) = iXh [iΓωL − dEL] ,
and the right hand side is a Lagrangian constraint [11,23]; actually, it is the constraint
associated to h through the operator RL. Thus, the operator K reproduces the Lagrangian
constraints, while the operator RL provides the non arbitrary part of the vector fields
associated to a given constraint.
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4. Projectability of constraints
In order to analyze the projectability of these constraints we consider the following
lemmata.
Lemma 4.1. The energy function EL is FL-projectable.
Proof. We have to proof that EL is annihilated by all the elements of kerFL∗ = {X ∈
X(TM):X ◦ FL∗ = 0 }. Since τ∗ = FL∗ ◦ pi∗, it is clear that vector fields in kerFL∗ are
τ -vertical. In particular, iXθL = 0 when X ∈ kerFL∗, as θL = dL◦S. On the other hand,
if Γ is a SODE vector field, and X ∈ kerFL∗, then [X,Γ](qi) = XΓ(qi) = X(vi), so
(4.1) S([X,Γ]) = X .
Thus, if X ∈ kerFL∗,
(4.2)
X(EL) = LX(iΓθL − L) = i[X,Γ]θL − iΓLXθL −X(L) = dL ◦ S([X,Γ])−X(L) = 0 .
Consider the set M = {X ∈ X(TM):S(X) ∈ VkerωL }, where VkerωL denotes the
set of those vector fields in kerωL that are τ -vertical, that is VkerωL := X
v(TM)∩kerωL.
Lemma 4.2. M coincides with the orthogonal complement of the set of vertical vector
fields with respect to ωL, M =
(
X
v(TM)
)⊥
.
Proof. Since
(4.3) ωL(X,S(U)) = −ωL(S(X), U)
for arbitrary X and U in X(TM) [12, Section 13.8] (or see [18] for a proof in the graded
context), then(
X
v(TM)
)⊥
= {X ∈ X(TM):ωL(X, V ) = 0 for all V ∈ X
v(TM) }
= {X ∈ X(TM):ωL(X,S(U)) = 0 for all U ∈ X(TM) }(4.4)
= {X ∈ X(TM):ωL(S(X), U) = 0 for all U ∈ X(TM) } = M .
Lemma 4.3. The kernel of the Cartan 2–form associated to a Lagrangian superfunction
is M⊥, i.e. kerωL = M
⊥.
Proof. Obviously kerωL ⊆ M⊥. On the other hand, notice that ωL(V1, V2) = 0 if V1
and V2 are τ -vertical. This means that X
v(TM) ⊂
(
X
v(TM)
)⊥
= M, therefore M⊥ ⊆(
X
v(TM)
)⊥
= M.
Now, ∂qi ∈M since S(∂qi) = ∂vi ∈ X
v(TM) ⊂M, therefore if X ∈M⊥
(4.5) ωL(X, ∂qi) = 0 .
Furthermore, since M⊥ ⊆M, then S(X) ∈ VkerωL, so using (4.3)
(4.6) 0 = ωL(S(X), ∂qi) = ωL(X,S(∂qi)) = ωL(X, ∂vi),
and i being arbitrary, it follows that X ∈ kerωL.
The importance of the set M lies in the following proposition.
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Proposition 4.4. If h is a Hamiltonian constraint and Xh the corresponding vector field
constructed in Lemma 3.4, then Xh ∈M.
Proof. By (4.3) and (2.7)
ωL(S(Xh), X) = −ωL(Xh, S(X)) = −ωˆ0(Xh ◦ FL
∗, S(X) ◦ FL∗)(4.7)
= −ωˆ0(FL
∗ ◦ Yh, S(X) ◦ FL
∗) .
But for an arbitrary Y ∈ X(T ∗M),
(4.8) ωˆ0(FL
∗ ◦ Yh, Yˆ ) = FL
∗
(
ω0(Yh, Y )
)
= FL∗
(
df(Y )
)
= d̂f(Yˆ ) ;
therefore ωL(S(Xh), X) = d̂f(S(X) ◦ FL∗). On the other hand, using local coordinates,
it is easy to check that d̂h(X ◦ FL∗) = X ◦ FL∗(h) for all X ∈ X(TM). Thus, if h is a
Hamiltonian constraint FL∗h = 0, and
(4.9) ωL(S(Xh), X) = d̂f(S(X) ◦ FL
∗) = S(X) ◦ FL∗(h) = 0,
so S(Xh) ∈ kerωL.
Theorem 4.5. Let h ∈ C∞(T ∗M) be a Hamiltonian constraint. The associated La-
grangian constraint Ch := K(h) = iXh [iΓωL − dEL] is FL-projectable if, and only if, the
vector field Xh constructed in Lemma 3.4 belongs to kerωL.
Proof. Since EL is FL-projectable there exist H ∈ C
∞(T ∗M) such that FL∗H = EL.
Thus if Xh ∈ kerωL
Ch = iXhdEL = Xh ◦ FL
∗(H) = Xh ◦ FL
∗
◦ pr∗2(H)(4.10)
= FL
∗
◦ Zh ◦ pr
∗
2(H) = FL
∗
◦ pr∗2 ◦Yh(H) = FL
∗
(
Yh(H)
)
.
(Here we are using the notation as in the proof of Lemma 3.4).
Conversely, assume that Ch is a FL-projectable function and that U ∈ kerFL∗, then
U(iXhdEL) = U ◦ FL
∗ ◦ Yh(H) = 0, so
(4.11) 0 = U(Ch) = U(iXhiΓωL) = −LU (iXhiΓωL) = −iΓLU iXhωL − i[U,Γ]iXhωL .
Now, since U ∈ kerFL∗, then U is FL-related to 0, therefore LU ◦ FL
∗ = 0, so
(4.12) LU iXhωL = LU iXhFL
∗ω0 = LU ◦ FL
∗ ◦ iYhω0 = 0 .
We conclude that
(4.13) i[U,Γ]iXhωL = 0 for all U ∈ kerFL∗ .
On the other hand, since S(X) is τ -vertical, (4.1) gives S(X) = S([S(X),Γ]), therefore
V := X − [S(X),Γ] is also τ -vertical. Now, for X ∈ X(TM) we can write
(4.14) iX iXhωL = i[S(X),Γ]iXhωL + iV iXhωL .
Moreover, when X ∈ M, S(X) ∈ kerFL∗ = VkerωL [11, Prop. 3], then by (4.13) the
first term of (4.14) vanishes, while the second one vanishes by Lemma 4.2 and Proposition
4.4, hence Xh ∈M⊥ = kerωL.
Thus, the Lagrangian dynamical constraints are exactly those that are FL-projectable,
while the non-projectable ones are associated to the SODE conditions. Moreover, this
partition of the Lagrangian constraints in two groups can also be explained in terms of the
classification of the Hamiltonian constraints:
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Theorem 4.6. Let h ∈ C∞(T ∗M) be a Hamiltonian constraint, h is first class if, and
only if, Ch is FL-projectable.
Proof. If h is first class Yh is tangent to ImFL, in other words FL
∗ ◦ Yh = 0. Then
(4.15) ωL(Xh, X) = ωˆ0(Xh ◦ FL
∗, X ◦ FL∗) = ωˆ0(FL
∗ ◦ Yh, X ◦ FL
∗) = 0.
Thus, Xh ∈ kerωL, so, by Theorem 4.5, Ch is FL-projectable.
On the other hand, if h is second class there exists another constraint k such that
0 6= FL∗{h, k} = FL∗ω0(Yh, Yk) = ωˆ0(FL
∗ ◦ Yh, FL
∗ ◦ Yk)(4.16)
= ωˆ0(Xh ◦ FL
∗, Xk ◦ FL
∗) = ωL(Xh, Xk).
Hence Xh /∈ kerωL, and again the previous theorem implies that Ch is not FL-projectable.
To finish, we point out that our algebraic approach allow us to generalize all the results
to the graded context, without changing a single word in our arguments.
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